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In this paper, "space" will mean simplical set, though this is not essential to our arguments, and topological spaces could be used with some modifications.
Suppose that X is a cosimphcial space. If K is a field, let K(X) be the cosimphcial simplicial vector space which is obtained by taking the degreewise free K-vector space on the sets X[m](ri) (the square brackets refer to cosimphcial degree, the parentheses to simplicial degree). There is a cosimphcial map X -> K(X) which is the extension of the set map which sends each element into the basis vector which it determines. If | | denotes the "geometric (co)realization" in the sense of Bousfield and Kan [1] , there is a realization \X\ -» \K(X)\ of this map. Since \K(X)\ is easily seen to be a K-vector space, we see that there is an obvious extension K(\X\) -+ \K(X)\ which is X-linear. Our main theorem will state that under certain circumstances, this map will be a weak equivalence of simplicial groups. Thus, HJ\X\;K) = n+K{\X\) = n*\K(X)[ There is a standard spectral sequence for TijKfX)!, for which £^ = H p (X[q] ;K).
In order to see that this spectral sequence includes the usual EilenbergMoore spectral sequence, suppose that we have a pair of maps A-* C <-B of Kan complexes. A second application of this spectral sequence is the computation of the homology of function spaces Y z . In order for our convergence conditions to hold, we need that Y be a Kan complex, and that the connectivity of Y AM S 1970 subject classifications. Primary 55H20. . When Y and Z are basepointed, and we take Y z to be the function complex of basepointed complexes, the same theorem holds with reduced homology groups for 7, Z and 7 Z . This generalizes various known results (see for example Moore [3] ). This result could also be obtained via Spanier duality.
When Z is a sphere, the £ 2 -term is often computable. For K = Z/2Z, 7 a sphere of dimension greater than that of Z, E 2 = £°°. The generality of this spectral sequence allows one to define products, Steenrod operations, and Dyer-Lashoff operations on the spectral sequence (see Kettner [2] ) for an account). Also, using Rector's techniques, one could replace K by an arbitrary chain theory-or, indeed, produce the spectral sequence for a homology theory without any reference to how the homology theory was defined.
To finish, we give some conditions on X for which we can show that X(|X|) -• \K(X)\ is a weak equivalence.
A simplicial set breaks up, in each degree, as the disjoint union of a degenerate part and an indecomposable part, and the indecomposable parts completely determine the degenerate parts. We shall require such a decomposition (or, rather its dual) for X. We shall call a cosimplicial space X primitive if there are spaces and maps p n : X\n\ -• P", such that if a runs over the (JJ) surjections a : A" -• A k f or fe < n, the product of p n and the p k X(a) gives us an isomorphism
We call a primitive cosimplicial space X convergent if every X[ri] is a Kan complex, each P n is n-connected, and if only finitely many P n are not contractable. THEOREM 
If X is convergent, K(\X\) -+ \K(X)\ is a weak equivalence.
Kettner has shown [2] that if X is convergent, then the filtration of the spectral sequence is finite in each total degree, so the spectral sequence converges in the strong sense.
It would seem that if one suitably modifies the geometric realization functor, one could prove Theorem 1 under the following definition of a convergent cosimplicial space. For a cosimplicial group G*, let N(G^ be the intersection over all a : A n -» A& for k < n of the kernels of G(a) : G(n) -» G{k\ Call a cosimplicial space X convergent if there is an unbounded nonnegative nondecreasing function q> such that N{ni{X[n])) = 0 for i ^ n + <p(n).
If this second definition of convergence is sufficient to make Theorem 1 hold, I do not know, but there is reason to believe that it might be. BIBLIOGRAPHY
